•(x,r+6r)= -6r n(•)-X• ø o
(x). (c)After a cratering event of depth •, the well-mixed blanket of thickness h(•) shown by the hatchured area is assumed to cover an area A(•). In region I for x > h(•) the fluence at depth x is given by •(x-h,r) and in region II is given by •(•-h+x,r). In the undisturbed region exterior to I and II, the fluence is given by •(x,r). For x < h in regions I
If we assume for the purposes of calculation that the lunar regolith is in the diffusive regime, then we may calculate the diffusion coefficient from the neutron capture data on Gd.
Using the values •Oo = 1.7 x 10 • 9 n gm/(cm 4 AE), •b(0,3.8 AE) = 2.3 x 10 • 6 n/cm 2, r= 3.8 AE, xo=l meter and assuming a den_sity of 2 g/cm 3, we obtain/a2=58 meters 2/AE. This result should be self consistent with that obtained for other nuclides for which the total production rate is known.
The relationship between depth and time scale is approximately given by x/•x/-g-•-• -• « for 50% survival. This is roughly compatible with the existing data on lunar cosmogenic nuclides for the value of/•2 as given and may possibly be compatible
